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Abstract

We prove that the Beilinson regulator, which is a map from K-theory to absolute
Hodge cohomology of a smooth variety, admits a refinement to a map of E∞-ring
spectra in the sense of algebraic topology. To this end we exhibit absolute Hodge
cohomology as the cohomology of a commutative differential graded algebra over R.
The associated spectrum to this CDGA is the target of the refinement of the regula-
tor and the usual K-theory spectrum is the source. To prove this result we compute
the space of maps from the motivic K-theory spectrum to the motivic spectrum
that represents absolute Hodge cohomology using the motivic Snaith theorem. We
identify those maps which admit an E∞-refinement and prove a uniqueness result
for these refinements.

1 Introduction

Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over C. On the one hand, we can form its algebraic
K-groups K∗(X), which encode information about the symmetric monoidal category of
vector bundles on X with respect to the direct sum. On the other hand, Belinson [Bei86]
has defined the absolute Hodge cohomology groups H∗abs. Hodge(X,R(i)) which depend on
the mixed R-Hodge structure on the Betti cohomology of X. These two Z-graded groups
are related by the Beilinson regulator, a natural homomorphism of graded groups

reg : K∗(X)→
⊕
i∈N

H2i−∗
abs. Hodge(X,R(i)) . (1)

The tensor product of vector bundles induces a commutative ring structure on K∗(X),
and the ∪-product in the Betti cohomology of X provides a commutative ring structure
on
⊕

i∈NH
∗
abs. Hodge(X,R(i)). It is known that the regulator is a homomorphism of rings

[Gil81, 2.35].
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Our main motivation for the present paper is the application of the regulator to a
multiplicative version of differential algebraic K-theory as discussed in the series of pa-
pers [BG13, BT15b, BT15a]. For this, one needs a more refined version of the regulator
map: The algebraic K-groups K∗(X) are defined as homotopy groups of an algebraic K-
theory spectrum K(X) and the multiplication on the K-groups is induced by an E∞-ring
structure on this spectrum. Absolute Hodge cohomology on the other hand is defined as
Ext-groups in the derived category of mixed Hodge complexes. We realize the absolute
Hodge cohomology groups as the cohomology groups of a specific chain complex IDR(X)
(Definition 3.3) consisting of differential forms. The usual wedge product of forms gives
a multiplication on the chain level, i.e. it makes IDR(X) into a commutative differential
graded algebra. Under the Eilenberg-MacLane equivalence H this commutative differen-
tial graded algebra induces an E∞-ring spectrum H(IDR(X)) whose homotopy groups
are the cohomology groups of IDR(X) and therefore the absolute Hodge cohomology
groups of X. For the application we have in mind, it is an important question whether
the regulator (1) can be refined to a spectrum map that is compatible with the E∞-ring
structures on this level.

Theorem 1.1. The regulator admits a refinement to a map of E∞-ring spectra

K(X)→ H(IDR(X))

which is natural in the variety X.

In order to understand the refinement of the regulator and its construction, we em-
ploy techniques of motivic homotopy theory or, more precisely, motivic spectra. The
assignment X 7→ K(X) is itself represented by such a motivic spectrum K. In detail, we
have

K(X) ' map(Σ∞+X,K) , Kn(X) ∼= πn(map(Σ∞+X,K)) .

The motivic spectrum K is a motivic E∞-ring spectrum, and this structure induces the
E∞-ring spectrum structure on K(X) under the above equivalence.

Our next step towards proving that the Beilinson regulator is a morphism of E∞-
ring spectra is to show that absolute Hodge cohomology can be represented by a motivic
E∞-ring spectrum as well.

Theorem 1.2. Absolute Hodge cohomology is representable by a motivic E∞-ring spec-
trum H. Its underlying motivic spectrum decomposes as

⊕
iH(i) and we have

H2i−n
abs. Hodge(X,R(i)) ∼= πn(map(Σ∞+X,H(i))

This may be seen as a refinement of [HS10, Section 3] where a ring in the homotopy
category is constructed which represents weak absolute Hodge cohomology, a version of
absolute Hodge cohomology disregarding the weight filtrations. A related result using
different techniques is [DM14, Prop. 1.4.10]. The motivic spectrum H is constructed in
Section 6 in such a way that we have equivalences of E∞-ring spectra

H(IDR(X)) ' map(Σ∞+X,H) .

After this translation in the motivic world, our main result is implied by the following
statement which is the key technical fact:
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Theorem 1.3. There is a morphism of motivic spectra

K→ H (2)

which induces the Beilinson regulator reg as in (1) on the represented cohomology theories.
There is a choice of this morphism which induces a map of rings in the homotopy category
of motivic spectra. Furthermore, any morphism (2) which induces a ring map in the
homotopy category of motivic spectra refines essentially uniquely to a morphism of E∞-
ring spectra.

In this statement ‘essentially unique’ has to be interpreted in the appropriate higher
categorical sense, i.e. the moduli space of all such refinements is contractible. Note that
the uniqueness assertion in the last statement of Theorem 1.3 provides a distinguished
refinement, up to contractible choice, whose existence is asserted in Theorem 1.1. We
consider these uniqueness assertions as one of the main results.

Notations and conventions The current paper is written in the language of ∞-
categories. We have collected some facts that we use in the Appendix. Apart from that
we follow mostly Lurie in his terminology as in [Lur09] and [Lur14]. We write CAlg(C)
for the ∞-category of commutative algebra objects in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category
C. In particular, we write CAlg(Sp) for the ∞-category of E∞-ring spectra and we will
not use the E∞-terminology that we have used in the introduction.

Acknowledgements We thank Markus Spitzweck and David Gepner for several valu-
able hints and discussions.
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2 Mixed Hodge complexes

In this section we recall the notion of mixed R-Hodge structures and Beilinson’s descrip-
tion of the derived category of mixed R-Hodge structures in terms of the more flexible
mixed R-Hodge complexes. We enhance this to an equivalence of stable ∞-categories.
These ∞-categories are symmetric monoidal, and the main result is the construction of
an explicit symmetric monoidal dg-model for them.

In the following, all filtrations are assumed to be separated, exhaustive, and of finite
length.

Definition 2.1. A pure R-Hodge structure of weight n ∈ Z is a pair (H,F) consisting
of a finite dimensional R-vector space H and a decreasing filtration F on HC := H ⊗R C
satisfying

HC ∼= FpHC ⊕Fn−p+1HC

for all p ∈ Z, where (−) denotes complex conjugation.

Definition 2.2. A mixed R-Hodge structure is a triple (H,W ,F) consisting of a finite
dimensional R-vector space H, an increasing filtrationW on H, and a decreasing filtration
F on HC such that for each n ∈ Z the pair(

GrWn H,GrWC
n F

)
is a pure R-Hodge structure of weight n.

Example 2.3. We define the Tate R-Hodge structure R(1) as follows. The underlying real
vector space is R. Its weight filtration is given by

0 =W−3 ⊂ W−2 = R .

Finally, the Hodge filtration is given by

0 = F0 ⊂ F−1 ∼= C .

For every integer n ∈ Z we set R(n) := R(1)⊗n. Note that the R-Hodge structure R(n) is
pure of weight −2n. In order to be compatible with classical definitions, we identify the
complexification R(1)C with C by x⊗1 7→ ix. For example, this is used in order to derive
(19) below.

A morphism of mixed R-Hodge structures f : (H,W ,F)→ (H ′,W ′,F ′) is an R-linear
map f : H → H ′ compatible with the filtration W such that f ⊗ idC : HC → H ′C is
compatible with F . We denote the category of mixed R-Hodge structures by MHSR.
With the natural definition of the tensor product of mixed Hodge structures, MHSR is
an abelian tensor category in which every object has a dual, i.e. MHSR is rigid. Moreover,
it is enriched over R-vector spaces.

By a filtered complex we mean a complex in the category of filtered abelian groups.

Definition 2.4. A mixed R-Hodge complex is a triple (C,W ,F) where (C,W) is an in-
creasingly filtered, bounded complex of R-vector spaces (W is called the weight filtration),
and F (the Hodge filtration) turns CC := C⊗RC into a decreasingly filtered complex such
that
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(a) Hk(C) is a finite dimensional R-vector space for each k ∈ Z,

(b) for every n ∈ Z the differential of the filtered complex(
GrWC

n CC,GrWC
n F

)
is strict, i.e. the corresponding spectral sequence degenerates at E1,

(c) for every k, n ∈ Z the R-vector space Hk(GrWn C) equipped with the filtration on

Hk(GrWn C)⊗ C ∼= Hk(GrWC
n CC)

induced by F is a pure R-Hodge structure of weight n.

Morphisms of mixed R-Hodge complexes are morphisms of complexes which are com-
patible with the filtrations. We denote the category of mixed R-Hodge complexes by
MHCR. The tensor product of complexes and filtrations induces a tensor structure on
MHCR. If M is a mixed Hodge complex, then we denote the underlying complex of real
vector spaces by MR, the weight filtration by W , and the Hodge filtration by F .

Remark 2.5. This notion of a mixed Hodge complex differs from Deligne’s one [Del74,
8.1.5], who requires Hk(GrWn C) to be pure of weight k + n. But our notion agrees with
that of Beilinson [Bei86, 3.2]. Let W be an increasing filtration on a complex C. The

décalage of W is the filtration Ŵ defined by

ŴkC
n := {x ∈ Wk−nC

k | dx ∈ Wk−n−1C
n+1}. (3)

A mixed R-Hodge complex in the sense of Deligne gives one in our sense by replacing the
weight filtration by its décalage.

We denote by Chb(MHSR) the category of bounded complexes of mixed R-Hodge
structures. We have a natural inclusion

Chb(MHSR) ↪→MHCR (4)

as a full tensor subcategory. On the domain and target of the map (4) we have notions
of quasi-isomorphisms. These are compatible with the map (4) and the respective tensor
products. On each side, we denote the collection of quasi-isomorphisms by W . Then (4)
induces a map between symmetric monoidal ∞-categories

Chb(MHSR)[W−1]→MHCR[W−1] (5)

(see Appendix A for the notation (−)[W−1]). The following result is standard, it is for
example stated in [Dre13]. But for completeness we include the sketch of a proof.

Lemma 2.6. Both ∞-categories in (5) are stable and the functor is exact.

Proof. Let us give a proof for the second ∞-category; the first works similar (but easier),
and the exactness of the functor is obvious from the description of (co)limits. We first con-
sider MHCR[H−1] where H is the class of chain-homotopy equivalences. Then it follows
from [Lur14, Proposition 1.3.4.7.] (using the same argument as in [Lur14, Proposition
1.3.4.5.]) that MHCR[H−1] is equivalent to the ∞-category underlying the dg-category
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MHCR. But this dg-category is easily seen to be stable, similar to the proof of [Lur14,
Proposition 1.3.2.10.].

Now, as a second step we use that MHCR[W−1] ' (MHCR[H−1])[W−1]. Thus we
only need to show that the localization of the stable ∞-category MHCR[H−1] at the
quasi-isomorphisms remains stable. But this localization is the same as the Verdier quo-
tient (discussed in the ∞-categorical setting in [BGT13, Section 5.1 ]) at the full stable
subcategory of quasi-acyclic complexes. To see this, note that a morphism is a quasi-
isomorphism if and only if its cone is quasi-acyclic and use [BGT13, Proposition 5.4].
Thus, since the Verdier quotient is stable, this finishes the proof.

The homotopy category of the left-hand side of (5) is the bounded derived category
Db(MHSR) of mixed R-Hodge structures, and it is a result of Beilinson’s [Bei86, Thm. 3.4]
that the induced map

Db(MHSR)
∼−−→ Ho(MHCR[W−1])

is an equivalence of categories. Since both sides are stable according to Lemma 2.6, this
implies that (5) is already an equivalence of symmetric monoidal stable∞-categories (this
has also been considered by Drew [Dre13]). Since MHCR[W−1] is a stable ∞-category,
the homotopy category Ho(MHCR[W−1]) is canonically triangulated. In the following
we provide an explicit model for the mapping spectra in MHCR[W−1].

Construction 2.7. The tensor category MHCR is closed. Thus, for mixed Hodge com-
plexes M,N , there is an internal hom mixed R-Hodge complex hom(M,N). It can be
described explicitly as follows. The underlying complex of real vector spaces hom(M,N)R
is the usual internal hom-complex hom(MR, NR) between complexes of real vector spaces.
The weight filtration is given by

f ∈ Wkhom(M,N)R iff f(WlMR) ⊆ Wl+kNR for all l ∈ Z

and the Hodge filtration by

f ∈ Fkhom(M,N)C iff f(F lMC) ⊆ F l+kNC for all l ∈ Z .

Here we use the canonical identification hom(MC, NC) ∼= hom(M,N)C.
We define a complex IΓ(M,N) as follows. We let Ω(I) denote the commutative

differential graded algebra (cdga) of smooth real valued forms on the unit interval I :=
[0, 1]. For a pair of mixed R-Hodge complexes M,N ∈MHCR we define

IΓ(M,N) :=
{
ω ∈ Ω(I)⊗RW0hom(M,N)C | ω|0 ∈ hom(M,N)R, ω|1 ∈ F0hom(M,N)C

}
.

(6)
Given a third mixed R-Hodge complex P , we define a composition

IΓ(N,P )⊗ IΓ(M,N)→ IΓ(M,P )

using the wedge-product on Ω(I) and the composition of morphisms

hom(N,P )⊗ hom(M,N)→ hom(M,P ) .

It is not hard to check that this endows MHCR with a dg-structure. We denote the
resulting dg-category by MHCIΓ

R . The bifunctor IΓ is compatible with the formation of
tensor products of mixed Hodge complexes. In this way, MHCIΓ

R inherits the structure
of a symmetric monoidal dg-category.
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For any dg-category C, Lurie constructs in [Lur14, 1.3.1.6] an ∞-category Ndg(C)
called the dg-nerve of C. It is equivalent to the ∞-category obtained by first applying
the Dold-Kan correspondence to the Hom-complexes in C (truncated at 0) to obtain a
simplicially enriched category and then the homotopy coherent nerve. One can describe
the mapping spaces equivalently as the infinite loop spaces of the Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra associated to the full mapping complexes.

Lemma 2.8. Let f : M → N be a quasi-isomorphism of mixed Hodge complexes. Then
f is sent to an equivalence in the dg-nerve Ndg(MHCIΓ

R ).

Proof. We have to show that f is sent to an isomorphism in the homotopy category
Ho(Ndg(MHCIΓ

R )). By construction of the dg-nerve, its homotopy category is isomorphic
to the homotopy category of the dg-category MHCIΓ

R [Lur14, Remark 1.3.1.11]. The
morphisms from M to N in this category are given by H0(IΓ(M,N)).

We first show that f has a right inverse g in H0(IΓ(N,M)). Since f is a quasi-
isomorphism of mixed Hodge complexes, it is a bifiltered quasi-isomorphism with respect
to the weight and Hodge filtrations. This implies that the induced map f∗ : IΓ(N,M)→
IΓ(N,N) is a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes. Since both complexes are bounded
complexes of real vector spaces, f∗ is actually a chain homotopy equivalence and thus
admits a chain homotopy inverse φ. Set g := φ(idN) ∈ IΓ(N,M). This is a 0-cycle
satisfying [f ◦g] = [f∗ ◦φ(idN)] = [idN ] ∈ H0(IΓ(N,N)), i.e. g is the desired right inverse.

Dually, one shows that f also has a left inverse in H0(IΓ(N,M)). Together, this
implies that the image of f in H0(IΓ(M,N)) is an isomorphism.

We refer to Appendix A for an explanation of the assertion that a morphism C→ D
between ∞-categories exhibits D as a (Dwyer-Kan) localization C[W−1].

Proposition 2.9. The canonical functor MHCR → Ndg(MHCIΓ
R ) exhibits Ndg(MHCIΓ

R )
as the localization MHCR[W−1]. In particular, since MHCR → Ndg(MHCIΓ

R ) is sym-
metric monoidal, we get an equivalence of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories

MHCR[W−1]
∼−−→ Ndg(MHCIΓ

R ).

Before proving this, we formulate a corollary. By H we denote the Eilenberg-MacLane
functor from chain complexes to spectra, and by map(−,−) the mapping spectrum be-
tween objects of a stable∞-category (see Appendix B). Proposition 2.9 implies in partic-
ular that Ndg(MHCIΓ

R ) is stable and the mapping spectrum map(M,N) can be computed
as H(IΓ(M,N)). According to Corollary B.4, the functor map(C,−) has a symmetric
monoidal refinement for every cocommutative coalgebra object C.

Corollary 2.10. For every C ∈ CAlg(MHCR[W−1]op) there is a natural equivalence of
lax symmetric monoidal functors

H(IΓ(C,−)) ' map(C,−) : MHCR[W−1]→ Sp .

Proof of Proposition 2.9. By Lemma 2.8, the natural map of ∞-categories MHCR →
Ndg(MHCIΓ

R ) factors through a map

MHCR[W−1]→ Ndg(MHCIΓ
R ).
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It is essentially surjective. We follow Beilinson’s argument in [Bei86] in order to show
that this map also induces equivalences of mapping spaces.

We denote the canonical functor MHCR → MHCR[W−1] by ι. Let M and N be
mixed Hodge complexes. We have to show that the natural map

Map(ι(M), ι(N))→ Ω∞(H(IΓ(M,N))

is an equivalence. Since MHCR[W−1] is stable, we have an isomorphism

πi(Map(ι(M), ι(N))) ∼= π0(Map(ι(M), ι(N [i]))).

By direct inspection, we also have

πi(Ω
∞(H(IΓ(M,N)))) ∼= π0(Ω∞(H(IΓ(M,N [i])))).

Hence it suffices to show that

π0(Map(ι(M), ι(N)))→ π0(Ω∞(H(IΓ(M,N)))) ∼= H0(IΓ(M,N)) (7)

is an isomorphism. The group π0(Map(ι(M), ι(N))) is the group of morphisms from
ι(M) to ι(N) in the homotopy category Ho(MHCR[W−1]). This homotopy category is
equivalent to the 1-categorical localization of the 1-category of mixed R-Hodge complexes
MHCR by the class of quasi-isomorphisms, which we denote by D(MHCR). We now
use the fact that morphisms in D(MHCR) can be computed by calculus of fractions.
More precisely, we let MHKR denote the 1-category of mixed Hodge complexes where
morphisms are chain homotopy classes of morphisms between mixed Hodge complexes.
This is a triangulated category, and H∗ : MHKR →MHSR is a cohomological functor.
Therefore, the class of quasi-isomorphisms admits a calculus of fractions [Wei94, 10.4.1],
and D(MHCR) is the corresponding Verdier localization of MHKR.

In order to describe morphisms in D(MHCR) explicitly, we consider the map

ξM,N : W0hom(M,N)R ⊕W0 ∩ F0hom(M,N)C →W0hom(M,N)C (8)

in Ch(Ab) which is the difference of the two obvious inclusions, and we set

Hom(M,N) := ker(ξM,N) ∈ Ch(Ab). (9)

Essentially by definition we then have

HomMHKR(M,N) ∼= H0 (Hom(M,N)) .

Let IN the subcategory of MHKR\N consisting of quasi-isomorphisms N
∼−→ N ′. Calculus

of fractions yields

π0(Map(ι(M), ι(N))) ∼= HomD(MHCR)(M,N) ∼= colim
IN

HomMHKR(M,N ′). (10)

We now compute the colimit on the right-hand side. We set

Γ(M,N) := Cone(ξM,N)[−1] ∈ Chb(Ab).

Since quasi-isomorphisms of mixed Hodge complexes are automatically bifiltered quasi-
isomorphisms, the functor Γ(M,−) sends quasi-isomorphisms in MHCR to quasi-isomor-
phisms in Chb(Ab).
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Lemma 2.11. There exists an exact triangle in the derived category of abelian groups:

ker(ξM,N)→ Γ(M,N)→ coker(ξM,N)[−1]→ ker(ξM,N)[1].

Proof. More generally, if ξ : A→ B is a map of complexes of abelian groups, we have an
exact triangle

ker(ξ)
i−→ Cone(A

ξ−→ B)[−1]→ Cone(i)→ ker(ξ)[1].

On the other hand, from the short exact sequence

0→ ker(ξ)
i−→ Cone(A

ξ−→ B)[−1]→ Cone(A/ ker(ξ)
ξ−→ B)[−1]→ 0

we get quasi-isomorphisms

Cone(i)
'−→ Cone(A/ ker(ξ)

ξ−→ B)[−1]

and, since A/ ker(ξ)
ξ−→ B is injective,

Cone(A/ ker(ξ)
ξ−→ B)[−1]

'−→ coker(ξ)[−1] .

Lemma 2.12. For any i we have

colim
IN

H i(coker(ξM,N ′)) = 0.

Proof. We consider a class [α] ∈ H i(coker(ξM,N ′)). First we choose a representative

u = (uj)j∈Z ∈ W0homi(M,N ′)C =
∏
j∈Z

W0 Hom(M j, N ′,i+j) .

We now define a mixed R-Hodge complex N ′′ as follows. The underlying complex of real
vector spaces is

N ′′R := Cone(MR[−i− 1]
0⊕id−−→ N ′R ⊕MR[−i− 1]),

the weight filtration is defined component-wise, and the Hodge filtration is given as follows.
We define

FkN ′′,i+j ⊆ N ′′,i+j = M j ⊕N ′,i+j ⊕M j−1

to be the subspace generated by

(0, x, 0), x ∈ FkN ′,i+j

(y, uj(y), 0), y ∈ FkM j

(dz,−duj−1(z), z), z ∈ FkM j−1.

We now show that N ′′ is a mixed R-Hodge complex, and that the natural inclusion
φ : N ′ → N ′′ is an equivalence. Both claims will follow from the fact that φ is a bifiltered
quasi-isomorphism. This, in turn, follows from the observation that for every pair of
integers k, l we have an induced exact sequence

0→Wl ∩ FkN ′ →Wl ∩ FkN ′′ → Cone
(
Wl ∩ FkM

id−→Wl ∩ FkM
)

[−i− 1]→ 0.
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By definition of the Hodge filtration on N ′′, the map (id, uj, 0) : M j → N ′′,i+j respects
the Hodge filtration. Hence

v := − ((id, 0, 0)⊕ (id, uj, 0))j ∈ W0homi(MR, N
′′
R)⊕W0 ∩ F0homi(M,N ′′)

satisfies ξM,N ′′(v) = φ ◦ u. Therefore φ([α]) = 0.

Putting together (10) and Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12 we get natural isomorphisms

π0(Map(ι(M), ι(N))) ∼= colim
IN

H0(Γ(M,N ′)) ∼= H0(Γ(M,N)). (11)

Hence, to finish the proof of Proposition 2.9, it suffices to establish the following lemma.

Lemma 2.13. Given mixed Hodge complexes M,N , there is a natural quasi-isomorphism

IΓ(M,N)
∼−→ Γ(M,N)

which is compatible with the obvious inclusion of Hom(M,N) (see (9)) on both sides.

Proof. We define q : IΓ(M,N)→ Γ(M,N) by the formula

q(ω) :=

(
ω|0 ⊕ ω|1,−

∫ 1

0

ω

)
.

One sees using (6) that this indeed defines an element in Γ(M,N) = Cone(ξM,N) (see
(8)). The proof that this is a quasi-isomorphism is standard (see [BT15a, 2.6]).

Example 2.14. In this example we calculate for all p, q ∈ Z the homotopy groups of the
spectrum map(ι(R(p)), ι(R(q))). We first of all observe that

map(ι(R(p)), ι(R(q))) ' map(1, ι(R(q − p))) .

It therefore suffices to calculate map(1, ι(R(p))) for all p ∈ Z. We now use that by
Corollary 2.10 this mapping spectrum is given by

map(1, ι(R(p))) ' H(IΓ(1,R(p))) .

Using the explicit formula (6) for IΓ and the definition of R(p) from Example 2.3 we get

IΓ(1,R(p)) = {ω ∈ Ω(I)⊗RW2pC | ω|0 ∈ ipR , ω|1 ∈ Fp} .

Here the weight filtration of C is given by W−1C = 0 and W0C = C, and the Hodge
filtration is F0C = C and F1C = 0. We conclude:

πk(map(1, ι(R(p)))) =



0 if p < 0,

0 if p = 0, k 6= 0,

R if p = 0, k = 0,

0 if p > 0, k 6= −1,

ip−1R if p > 0, k = −1.

Observe that by this calculation the mapping spaces Map(ι(R(p)), ι(R(q))) are discrete.
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3 The complex IDR and absolute Hodge cohomology

The goal of this section is to construct a functor IDR from smooth algebraic varieties
over C to differential graded algebras whose cohomology groups compute absolute Hodge
cohomology.

Let Ind(MHCR) denote the Ind-completion of MHCR as discussed in the appendix
after Definition A.2. We consider the symmetric algebra

T := Symm(R(1)[2]) ∈ CAlg(Ind(MHCR))

on the Tate R-Hodge structure of weight −2 (see Example 2.3) considered as a mixed R-
Hodge complex concentrated in cohomological degree −2. The underlying mixed R-Hodge
complex of T is

T ∼=
⊕

p≥0
R(p)[2p] ∈ Ind(MHCR) . (12)

The appearance of this infinite coproduct forces us to work in the Ind-completion. We
consider objects of MHCR like R(p)[2p] as objects of the Ind-completion without further
notice. We furthermore set

T := ι(T ) ∈ CAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1])) . (13)

To make sense of the last definition, we have implicitly used that there is a canonical
morphism Ind(MHCR) → Ind(MHCR[W−1]) which is symmetric monoidal. See Ap-
pendix A for details. For every commutative algebra D ∈ CAlg(MHCR) we can define
the commutative ring spectrum

map(1,T⊗ ι(D)) ∈ CAlg(Sp)

(see Corollary B.4). On the other hand, the lax symmetric monoidal functor

IΓ(R(0),−) : MHCR → Ch

extends to a lax symmetric monoidal functor Ind(MHCR)→ Ch and hence we can define
the cdga

E(T ⊗D) := IΓ(R(0), T ⊗D) ∈ CAlg(Ch) .

Since H commutes with filtered colimits, Corollary 2.10 implies that we have a natural
equivalence

H(E(T ⊗D)) ' map(1,T⊗ ι(D)) . (14)

Using (12) we have an isomorphism of chain complexes

E(T ⊗D) ∼=
⊕

p≥0
E(D(p)[2p]) (15)

where here and in the following we use the abbreviation

D(p)[2p] := D ⊗ R(p)[2p]. (16)

We now recall the definition of absolute Hodge cohomology, which was introduced by
Beilinson [Bei86]. We let SmC be the category of smooth algebraic varieties over C. To
any X in SmC one can associate a mixed Hodge complex

Alog(X) = (Alog(X)R,W ,F)

11



(see [BW98, (1.1)] where this complex is denoted by E∗log(X) and the weight filtration by

Ŵ . This is the décalage of the weight filtration introduced by Deligne.). Its underlying
complex Alog(X)C is a subcomplex of the complex of smooth C-valued differential forms
on the complex manifold X(C). A form ω belongs to this subcomplex if it extends to a
smooth form with logarithmic singularities on some smooth compactification X of X such
that X −X is a divisor with normal crossings. Note that the choice of compactification
may depend on ω. The cohomology groups of Alog(X) are the Betti cohomology groups
H∗(X(C),R) together with the mixed Hodge structure introduced by Deligne [Del71]. The
wedge product of forms turns Alog(X) into an object of CAlg(MHCR). The definition
of Alog(X) can be obtained by specializing the more general definition of Alog(M × X)
given in Remark 3.2 below to the case where M = ∗.

The absolute Hodge cohomology spectrum of X is defined in terms of a mapping
spectrum of the stable ∞-category Ind(MHCR[W−1]) as

map(1,T⊗ ι(Alog(X))) ∈ CAlg(Sp) .

By (14) we have an equivalence of commutative ring spectra

H(E(T⊗Alog(X))) ' map(1,T⊗ ι(Alog(X))) .

The decomposition (15) gives a decomposition of chain complexes

E(T ⊗ Alog(X)) ∼=
⊕
p≥0

E(Alog(X)(p)[2p]) .

The absolute Hodge cohomology groups are now given by

H2p+∗
abs. Hodge(X,R(p)) := H∗(E(Alog(X)(p)[2p]))

so that we have

π∗(map(1,T⊗ ι(Alog(X)))) =
⊕
p∈N

H2p−∗
abs. Hodge(X,R(p)) . (17)

Remark 3.1. It is our philosophy that algebraic K-theory classes on a smooth variety
X are realized in terms of vector bundles parametrized by auxiliary smooth manifolds,
and that regulator classes are represented by characteristic forms associated to geometric
structures on these bundles, see e.g. [BT15b]. In general, the complex E(T ⊗Alog(X)) is
too small to contain these characteristic forms. The natural home of these characteristic
forms is the differential graded algebra IDR(X) which we now introduce.

Remark 3.2. We first recall the extension of Alog to a presheaf on Mf × SmC where Mf
denotes the category of smooth manifolds. Let M be a manifold and X a smooth variety
over C. For a fixed smooth compactification X ↪→ X such that D := X −X is a divisor
with normal crossings, called good compactification in the following, we define

AM×X,R(M ×X, logD) ⊆ A(M ×X)R

to be the subcomplex locally generated as an algebra over A(M ×X)R by 1 and

log(ziz̄i), Re
dzi
zi
, Im

dzi
zi

(18)

12



where the zi, i ∈ I, are local coordinates on X defining D locally by the equation
∏

i∈I zi =

0. The naive weight filtrationW ′ is the multiplicative increasing filtration by A(M×X)R-
modules obtained by assigning weight 0 to the section 1 and weight 1 to the sections
listed in (18). We define a decreasing filtration L of AM×X,R(M × X, logD) such that
LpAM×X,R(M ×X, logD) is the subcomplex of differential forms that are given locally by∑

I,J,K,|I|≥p

ωI,J,K dx
I ∧ Re dzJ ∧ Im dzK ,

where the xi are local coordinates for M , the zj local coordinates for X, and ωI,J,K local
smooth functions on M ×X. We define W ′′ as the diagonal filtration of W ′ and L:

W ′′kAM×X,R(M ×X, logD) :=
∑
p

W ′k+p ∩ LpAM×X,R(M ×X, logD).

Finally, we define the weight filtration W := Ŵ ′′ as the décalage of the filtration W ′′
(see (3)).

We further define the complex dg-algebra

AM×X(M ×X, logD) := AM×X,R(M ×X, logD)⊗R C

with the induced weight filtration. This complex carries the decreasing Hodge filtration
F such that the elements of FpAM×X(M ×X, logD) are locally of the form∑

I,J,K,|J |≥p

ωI,J,K dx
I ∧ dzJ ∧ dz̄K ,

where the xi and zj are local coordinates of M and X, respectively.
Eventually, we define the cdga

Alog(M ×X) := colim
X↪→X

AM×X(M ×X, log(X −X))

with its induced real subalgebra, weight and Hodge filtration, where the colimit runs over
all good compactifications of X.

Definition 3.3. For X ∈ SmC and an integer p we define the complex IDR(p)(X) as
follows:

IDR(p)(X) := {ω ∈ W2pAlog(I ×X)[2p] | ω|0 ∈ (2πi)pAlog(X)R , ω|1 ∈ FpAlog(X)C}

We define
IDR(X) :=

∏
p≥0

IDR(p)(X) .

The wedge product induces maps

IDR(p)(X)⊗ IDR(q)(X)→ IDR(p+ q)(X)

which turn IDR(X) into a differential graded algebra.

13



For negative p, the complex IDR(p)(X) vanishes (since there are no forms of negative
weight). In the following statement the term ‘natural’ means natural in X.

Proposition 3.4. We have a natural quasi-isomorpism of commutative differential graded
algebras

E(T ⊗ Alog(X))
∼→ IDR(X) .

Consequently, we have a natural equivalence of commutative ring spectra

map(1,T⊗ ι(Alog(X))) ' H(IDR(X)) .

Proof. Note that using the Tate twist (16) we can write

IDR(p)(X) ∼=
{
ω ∈ W0Alog(I ×X)(p)[2p] | ω|0 ∈ Alog(X)(p)R , ω|1 ∈ F0Alog(X)(p)C

}
.

(19)
In view of (6) the difference between E(Alog(X)(p)[2p]) and IDR(p)(X) is that in the
former we use the algebraic tensor product Ω(I) ⊗ Alog(X), while the latter is based on
the larger space of forms Alog(I ×X) on I ×X. The natural inclusion

E(Alog(X)(p)[2p])→ IDR(p)(X)

is a quasi-isomorphism since both complexes are naturally quasi-isomorphic to

Cone
((
W0Alog(X)(p)R ⊕W0 ∩ F0Alog(X)(p)

)
→W0Alog(X)

)
[2p− 1]

(the proof of Lemma 2.13 applies to E(Alog(X)(p)[2p]) and IDR(p)(X) as well). If we
sum up these equivalence over all p ≥ 0, then we get an induced quasi-isomorphism

E(T ⊗ Alog(X))→ IDR(X)

of commutative differential graded algebras.

4 The category of motivic spectra

In this section, we recall the definition of the symmetric monoidal ∞-category of motivic
spectra SpP1

following Robalo [Rob12]. We shall only need the universal property of this
category which we state below as Proposition 4.2. The reader who does not want to get
involved into the exact construction of this category can take this statement as a definition
of the category of motivic spectra.

Let Y : SmC → Fun(Smop
C , sSet[W−1]) be the Yoneda embedding (composed with

the identification of sets with constant simplicial sets which is not noted explicitly). It
is symmetric monoidal with respect to the cartesian symmetric monoidal structures. We
denote by

FunNis(Smop
C , sSet[W−1]) ⊂ Fun(Smop

C , sSet[W−1])

the full subcategory of sheaves for the Nisnevich topology. This inclusion fits into an
adjunction

LNis : Fun(Smop
C , sSet[W−1]) � FunNis(Smop

C , sSet[W−1]) : inclusion ,

14



where the sheafification functor LNis is symmetric monoidal with respect to the cartesian
structures. We denote by

Spcmot := FunNis,A
1

(Smop
C , sSet[W−1])

the full subcategory of A1-invariant objects, i.e. objects E for which the natural morphism
E(A1 × X) → E(X) is an equivalence for all X ∈ SmC, and call it the ∞-category of
motivic spaces. Again, this inclusion fits into an adjunction

LA1

: FunNis(Smop
C , sSet[W−1]) � Spcmot : inclusion ,

where again the functor LA1
is symmetric monoidal. We denote by Spcmot∗ the∞-category

of pointed objects in Spcmot, and by

(−)+ : Spcmot → Spcmot∗

the functor that adds a disjoint base point. The cartesian symmetric monoidal structure
on Spcmot induces a symmetric monoidal structure ∧, called smash product, on Spcmot∗
such that (−)+ is monoidal.

Definition 4.1. (See [Rob12, 5.10]) The symmetric monoidal ∞-category of motivic

spectra SpP1

is obtained from Spcmot∗ by inverting the pointed projective line (P1
C,∞)

with respect to the smash product as explained in Appendix C.

Note that since (P1
C,∞) is cyclically invariant (see Definition C.1 and Example C.7

for this notion and [Jar00, Lemma 3.13] for a proof of this assertion), this in particular

means that the underlying ∞-category of SpP1

is the colimit in presentable ∞-categories

SpP1

:= colim(Spcmot∗
∧(P1

C,∞)
−−−−−→ Spcmot∗

∧(P1
C,∞)

−−−−−→ Spcmot∗
∧(P1

C,∞)
−−−−−→ . . . ) .

By construction, SpP1

is a stable presentable symmetric monoidal∞-category. According
to Robalo [Rob12, before Cor. 5.11] its associated homotopy category is the stable motivic
homotopy category SHC constructed by Morel and Voevodsky. The symmetric monoidal
∞-category SpP1

is characterized by a universal property. In order to state this property
in Proposition 4.2, let FunL,⊗ denote the category of symmetric monoidal functors that
preserve colimits (equivalently, that are left adjoints). Let SmC,∗ denote the category of
pointed smooth schemes over Spec(C).

Proposition 4.2 ([Rob12, Cor. 5.11]). The category of motivic spectra SpP1

is a pre-
sentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category (see (f) on page 30 for this notion) together

with a symmetric monoidal functor Σ∞ : SmC,∗ → SpP1

which satisifies the following
universal property: for every other presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category C which
is pointed, the induced functor

FunL,⊗(SpP1

,C)→ Fun∗,⊗(SmC,∗,C)

is fully faithful and the essential image consists of functors F : SmC,∗ → C that are
A1-invariant, satisfy Nisnevich codescent, and send (P1,∞) to a tensor invertible object
in C.
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5 The motivic K-theory spectrum

We now introduce the motivic spectrum representing algebraic K-theory. We will define
the motivic algebraic K-theory spectrum using the motivic Snaith theorem due to Gepner-
Snaith [GS09] and Spitzweck-Østvær [SØ09].

For each integer n we consider the scheme Pn := PnC in SmC. Abusing notation, we de-
note its image LA1◦LNis◦Y (Pn) in Spcmot by the same symbol. We write P∞ := colimn Pn.
We denote by Gm := Gm,C the multiplicative group scheme in SmC. Since Gm is commuta-
tive, we can view the classifying spaceBGm as an object in Fun(Smop

C ,CGrp(sSet[W−1])).
Again, we denote its image in Spcmot by the same symbol. The following result is well-
known.

Lemma 5.1. In Spcmot we have a natural equivalence

BGm ' P∞.

In particular, P∞ can naturally be refined to an object in CGrp(Spcmot).

Proof. A local section cover of X ∈ SmC is by definition a surjective family of smooth
morphisms {Xi → X}i∈I which can be refined by some Nisnevich covering of X. Local
section covers form a pretopology which generates the Nisnevich topology. Given a local
section cover of X, the natural map from the Čech nerve of the cover to X is an equivalence
in Spcmot.

In SmC we have isomorphisms

Pn−1 ∼= colim (· · · (An \ 0)×Pn−1 (An \ 0) ⇒ (An \ 0))
∼= colim (· · · (An \ 0)×Gm ⇒ (An \ 0))
∼= (An \ 0)/Gm.

(20)

Since the Nisnevich topology is subcanonical, and since the inclusion of sets in simpli-
cial sets as constant simplicial sets is a right adjoint, the Yoneda embedding gives an
embedding

SmC → FunNis(Smop
C , sSet[W−1]).

Since for any integer n, the projection An \ 0→ Pn−1 is a local section cover, the colimit
in (20) is preserved under this embedding. Since LA1

preserves colimits, we deduce that
(20) also holds in Spcmot. Taking the colimit as n goes to ∞, we deduce that

P∞ ' colim (· · · (A∞ \ 0)×Gm ⇒ (A∞ \ 0)) ' (A∞ \ 0)/Gm

in Spcmot. Now the usual arguments show that A∞ \ 0 is A1-contractible. It follows that
(A∞ \ 0)/Gm ' ∗/Gm ' BGm as desired.

We denote the composition of functors

Spcmot
(−)+−−−→ Spcmot∗

Σ∞−−→ SpP1

by Σ∞+ . Using the refinement of P∞ to a commutative monoid we can view Σ∞+ P∞ as an

object in CAlg(SpP1

). We have two morphisms

ξ , 1: Σ∞+ P1 → Σ∞+ P∞.
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in SpP1

. The one denoted by ξ is induced by the inclusion P1 → P∞. The other one,
denoted by 1, is induced by the constant map P1 → P∞ with value ∞. Since SpP1

is
stable, we can consider the difference morphism

1− ξ : Σ∞+ P1 → Σ∞+ P∞ (21)

in SpP1

. The pointed object (P1,∞) ∈ Spcmot∗ is the push-out

∞+
//

��

P1
+

��
∗ // (P1,∞).

In other words, Σ∞(P1,∞) is the cofibre of the map Σ∞+∞→ Σ∞+ P1. It follows that 1− ξ
factors essentially uniquely through a map

β : Σ∞(P1,∞)→ Σ∞+ P∞.

We then consider the localization Σ∞+ P∞[β−1] in the category of motivic spectra as ex-
plained in Appendix C. In particular, this is an object of CAlg(Mod(Σ∞+ P∞)) whose
underlying motivic spectrum is given by the colimit

Σ∞+ P∞[β−1] ∼= colim

(
Σ∞+ P∞

µβ−→ Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞
id∧µβ−−−→ . . .

)
.

Here
µβ : Σ∞+ P∞ → Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞ (22)

is the adjoint of the composition

Σ∞(P1,∞) ∧ Σ∞+ P∞ β∧id:−−−→ Σ∞+ P∞ ∧ Σ∞+ P∞ mult−−→ Σ∞+ P∞ . (23)

We now use the lax symmetric monoidal forgetful functor

F : Mod(Σ∞+ P∞)→ SpP1

(24)

in order to define the motivic K-theory spectrum

K := F(Σ∞+ P∞[β−1]) ∈ CAlg(SpP1

).

Note that the morphism (23) induces a morphism

νβ : Σ∞(P1,∞) ∧K→ K (25)

in SpP1

.
We have the motivic Snaith theorem ([GS09, Theorem 4.17] or [SØ09, Theorem 1.1]

together with [MV99, Theorem 4.3.13]):

Theorem 5.2. For any X ∈ SmC and any i ∈ Z we have an isomorphism

πi
(
map(Σ∞+X,K)

) ∼= Ki(X)

where Ki(X) denotes higher algebraic K-theory as defined by Quillen or Thomason-
Trobaugh.
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We denote the category of spectra by Sp. The results of Appendix B and the fact
that K is a commutative algebra object imply that we get a functor

Smop
C → CAlg(Sp), X 7→ map(Σ∞+X,K).

where we make use of the fact that every object of SmC is a cocommutative coalgebra.
We want to compare this functor with the presheaf of K-theory spectra X 7→ K(X) that
is constructed directly from the category of vector bundles over X with its tensor product
via ring completion. The construction of this functor is for example done in [BT15a] and
recalled in the proof below.

Theorem 5.3. For any X ∈ SmC we have an equivalence

map(Σ∞+X,K) ' K(X)

in CAlg(Sp) that is natural in X.

Proof. Step 1:

We abbreviate

SpmotS1 := FunNis,A
1

(Smop
C ,Sp) , RingmotS1 := FunNis,A

1

(Smop
C ,CAlg(Sp)) .

We first define the sheaf of algebraic K-theory spectra K ∈ RingmotS1 . We let Vect be the
stack of vector bundles on SmC. It associates to X ∈ SmC the groupoid of locally free and
finitely generated OX-modules. This stack has a semiring structure (called rig structure
in the following) given by the direct sum and the tensor product of vector bundles. With
this structure Vect can be considered as a sheaf of Rig-categories:

Vect ∈ FunNis(Smop
C ,Rig(Cat[W−1])) .

We refer to [GGN15] for this notion and details of the following constructions in the
Rig-context. The nerve provides a morphism

N : Rig(Cat[W−1])→ Rig(sSet[W−1]) .

We have an adjunction

ΩB : Rig(sSet[W−1]) � Ring(sSet[W−1]) : incl ,

where ΩB is the ring completion. It group-completes the underlying additive monoid of
a rig. We finally have a morphism

sp : Ring(sSet[W−1]) ' CAlg(Sp≥0)→ CAlg(Sp) .

Using that the functors LA1
and LNis are symmetric monoidal, we define the sheaf of

algebraic K-theory spectra by

K := LA1

(LNis(sp(ΩB(Vect)))) ∈ RingmotS1 .

(Since the schemes in SmC are all regular, the sheaf of ring spectra LNis(sp(ΩB(Vect)))
computes algebraic K-theory. Since this is A1-invariant for regular schemes, the applica-
tion of LA1

would not be necessary.)
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Step 2:

We use the adjunctions

Σ∞S1,+ : Spcmot � SpmotS1 : Ω∞S1 , Σ∞P1 : SpmotS1 � SpP1

: Ω∞P1 .

Since the left adjoints are symmetric monoidal, their right adjoints admit canonical lax
symmetric monoidal structures [Lur14, Corollary 7.3.2.7].

We consider the multiplicative group as a presheaf of categories G̃m on SmC which
sends any X in SmC to the category with one object and morphisms Gm(X). Since Gm

is commutative, these categories are symmetric monoidal in the natural way. We can
interpret G̃m as the prestack of one-dimensional trivializable bundles. This provides a
symmetric monoidal transformation G̃m → Vect⊗. Observing that N(G̃m) ' BGm and
using Lemma 5.1, we get a morphism

P∞ → LA1

(LNis(N(Vect⊗)))→ Ω∞,⊗S1 K

in FunNis,A
1

(Smop
C ,CAlg(sSet[W−1])), where we write

Ω∞S1K ∈ FunNis,A
1

(Smop
C ,Ring(sSet[W−1]))

for the sheaf of ring spaces underlying K, and the superscript ⊗ indicates that we keep
the multiplicative monoid structure and forget the additive one. The adjoint gives a map
in RingmotS1

Σ∞S1,+P
∞ → K . (26)

Recall the two morphisms P1 → P∞ given by the standard inclusion and the inclusion of
a base point. They give rise to the SpmotS1 -versions 1S1 , ξS1 : Σ∞S1,+P

1 → Σ∞S1,+P
∞ of the

maps 1, ξ in SpP1

above. As above we define βS1 and get the map

µβS1 : Σ∞S1(P1,∞) ∧ K → K .

Step 3:

As a consequence of the projective bundle formula we know that the adjoint

K → KΣ∞
S1

(P1,∞)

of µβS1 is an equivalence. The constructions in the proof of [NSØ15, Thm. 6.1]1 now

produce a spectrum K′ ∈ CAlg(SpP1

) together with a morphism in RingmotS1

Σ∞P1K → K′ (27)

whose adjoint is an equivalence K ' Ω∞P1K′ in CAlg(SpmotS1 ). We then apply Σ∞P1 to (26)

and get a map in CAlg(SpP1

)

Σ∞+ P∞ → Σ∞P1K
(27)−−→ K′ .

1The authors thank Markus Spitzweck for pointing out this argument.
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Since K′ is Bott periodic by construction, this map naturally factors over

K ' Σ∞+ P∞[β−1]→ K′

(we drop the forgetful functor (24)). By Theorem 5.2 the induced map

Ω∞P1K→ Ω∞P1K′ ' K

is an equivalence. For every X ∈ SmC we thus get equivalences in CAlg(Sp)

map(Σ∞+X,K) ' map(Σ∞P1Σ∞S1,+X,K) (since Σ∞P1Σ∞S1,+ ' Σ∞+ )

' map(Σ∞S1,+X,Ω
∞
P1K) (by Proposition B.5)

' map(Σ∞S1,+X,K) (by the above)

' K(X).

6 The spectrum representing absolute Hodge coho-

mology

In this section we define the motivic absolute Hodge cohomology spectrum H as a com-
mutative algebra in the category of motivic spectra SpP1

. As a first step, we dualize the
logarithmic de Rham complex functor

Alog : SmC →MHCop
R .

We will use the following notations for the localization

ι : MHCop
R →MHCR[W−1]op (28)

and the natural morphism to the Ind-completion (see Appendix A)

κ : MHCR[W−1]op → Ind(MHCR[W−1]op). (29)

We will write κ only if it is really necessary to indicate that an object comes from
MHCR[W−1]op, for example if we want to dualize it.

The functor Alog is lax symmetric monoidal. Even better, its composition with the
localization ιAlog := ι ◦ Alog is symmetric monoidal since the morphisms

Alog(X)⊗ Alog(Y )→ Alog(X × Y )

defining the lax symmetric monoidal structure are quasi-isomorphisms. The duality func-
tor

(−)∨= hom(−, 1) : MHCop
R [W−1]→MHCR[W−1]

is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal∞-categories. To see this, we use the equivalence
(5) between the∞-category MHCR[W−1] and the∞-derived category of mixed R-Hodge
structures. The latter has a perfect duality since MHSR has one. We get a symmetric
monoidal functor (ιAlog)∨.
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Proposition 6.1. The functor Alog extends uniquely to a symmetric monoidal functor

Ã : SpP1 → Ind(MHCR[W−1]) which preserves colimits such that

SmC
Alog //

��

MHCop
R

κ◦(−)∨◦ι
��

SpP1 Ã // Ind(MHCR[W−1])

commutes.

Proof. We want to use the universal property of the category of motivic spectra. First
we factor the clockwise composition in the diagram through SmC,∗ using the fact that
Ind(MHCR[W−1]) is pointed. In order to apply the universal property of motivic spec-

tra SpP1

as stated in Proposition 4.2, we use that ιAlog satisfies Nisnevich descent and
is A1-invariant. It remains to check that (ιAlog,∗(P1,∞))∨ is an invertible object in
Ind(MHCR[W−1]). But indeed, we have an equivalence

(ιAlog,∗(P1,∞))∨ ' ι(R(1)[2]) (30)

in Ind(MHCR[W−1]), where R(1)[2] is the Tate R-Hodge structure R(1) (see Example 2.3)
viewed as mixed Hodge complex concentrated in degree −2. Its inverse is ι(R(−1)[−2]).

Now we use that SpP1

and Ind(MHCR[W−1]) are presentable. For the first∞-category
this is clear by construction and for the second it follows since it is the Ind-completion
of an essentially small ∞-category which admits all finite colimits. Since the functor Ã
preserves colimits, it admits a right adjoint R, i.e. we have an adjunction

Ã : SpP1

� Ind(MHCR[W−1]) : R. (31)

Since Ã is symmetric monoidal, the right adjoint R admits a canonical lax symmetric
monoidal structure [Lur14, Corollary 7.3.2.7].

Remark 6.2. Morally one should think of the functor Ã as assigning to every motivic
spectrum its mixed R-Hodge motivic spectrum and of the functor R as the forgetful
functor from mixed R-Hodge motivic spectra into all motivic spectra.

Lemma 6.3. The right adjoint R in (31) preserves all colimits.

Proof. Clearly, since everything is stable, R preserves finite colimits. Thus it suffices to
prove that it preserves filtered colimits. Since SpP1

is compactly generated, this follows
if we can show that Ã preserves compact objects [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.7.2]. By con-

struction, Ã sends suspension spectra of objects in SmC to compact objects. Again by
construction, any object X ∈ SpP1

can be written as a colimit X ' colimi∈I Xi where
each Xi is a P1-shift of a suspension of some object in SmC. In particular all Xi’s are
sent to compact objects by Ã. If X is compact, then we can factor the identity X → X
through X0 = colimi∈I0 Xi where I0 ⊆ I is finite. Certainly, X0 gets mapped to a compact

object since finite colimits of compact objects are compact. Thus Ã(X) is a retract of the

compact object Ã(X0) and therefore is itself compact.
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Recall the definition (13) of T ∈ CAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1])). Its underlying object is

T '
⊕
p≥0

ι(R(p)[2p]) ∈ Ind(MHCR[W−1]) . (32)

If we restrict the multiplication T⊗ T→ T to the inclusion

β : ι(R(1)[2])→ T

of the summand for p = 1 in the left factor, then we get a map

νβ : ι(R(1)[2])⊗ T→ T . (33)

Tensoring this map with ι(R(−1)[−2]) and using the canonical equivalence

ι(R(−1)[−2])⊗ ι(R(1)[2]) ' ι(R(0)[0]) ' 1

we get a map
µβ : T→ ι(R(−1)[−2])⊗ T . (34)

By definition, T[β−1] ∈ CAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1])) is obtained from T by inverting this
map (see Appendix C and compare with the construction of K).

Definition 6.4. We define the motivic absolute Hodge spectrum

H := R(T[β−1]) ∈ CAlg(SpP1

) .

Since R is lax symmetric monoidal, and since T[β−1] is a commutative algebra in

Ind(MHCR[W−1]), the motivic spectrum H is indeed a commutative algebra in SpP1

. In

view of Lemma 6.3 the decomposition (32) induces a decomposition in SpP1

H '
⊕
p∈Z

H(p) , H(p) ' R(R(p)[2p]) . (35)

Proposition 6.5. For any X in SmC we have a natural equivalence

map(Σ∞+X,H) ' H(IDR(X)) .

in CAlg(Sp).

In view of (17) and Proposition 3.4, this settles Theorem 1.2.

Proof. By construction, we have equivalences

map(Σ∞+X,H) ' map(Ã(Σ∞+X),T[β−1])

' map(κ(ιAlog)∨(X),T[β−1])

' map(1, κ(ιAlog)(X)⊗ T[β−1]).

Furthermore, by Proposition 3.4 we have

H(IDR(X)) ' map(1, κ(ιAlog(X)) ⊗ T) .

It thus suffices to show that the natural map

map(1, κ(ιAlog(X))⊗ T)→ map(1, κ(ιAlog(X))⊗ T[β−1])

is an equivalence. But this follows since Alog(X) has no non-trivial elements of negative
weight and hence

map(1, κ(ιAlog(X))⊗ R(−i)[−2i])

is contractible for positive i.
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7 The regulator

By definition of the Tate Hodge structure (see Example 2.3) we have canonical equiva-
lences

ι(R(1)[2])⊗ ι(R(p)[2p]) ' ι(R(p+ 1)[2p+ 2])

for all p ∈ Z. Alltogether they induce a canonical equivalence

ι(R(1)[2])⊗
⊕
p∈Z

ι(R(p)[2p]) '
⊕
p∈Z

ι(R(p)[2p]) . (36)

Proposition 7.1. Depending on the choice of an identification

ε : Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞)) ' ι(R(1)[2]) (37)

in Ind(MHCR[W−1]) we have an essentially unique equivalence

Ã(K)
rε' T[β−1] '

⊕
p∈Z

ι(R(p)[2p]) (38)

which sends the morphism νβ : Σ∞(P1,∞) ∧K → K from (25) to the canonical identi-
fication (36) and identifies the unit Σ∞+ {∗} → K with the canonical inclusion R(0)[0] →
T[β−1].

Remark 7.2. Note that the additional conditions on the equivalence (38) required in the
statement of Proposition 7.1 are equivalent to the condition that the morphism rε induces
a map of commutative algebra objects in Ho(Ind(MHCR[W−1])).

Proof. By the construction of Ã in Proposition 6.1 we have Ã(Σ∞+X) ' κ((ιAlog(X))∨) for
any smooth variety X, where the maps κ and ι are as in (28) and (29). In the following,

we again suppress κ from the notation. Since Ã preserves colimits, we have

Ã(K) ' Ã

(
colim

(
Σ∞+ P∞

µβ−→ Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞
id∧µβ−−−→ . . .

))
' colim

(
Ã(Σ∞+ P∞)

µβ−→ Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞)→ . . .
)
, (39)

where µβ is the map introduced in (22). Since Ã is symmetric monoidal, we have equiva-
lences (see (30))

Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞) ' Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞))−1 ⊗ Ã(Σ∞+ P∞)

' ι(R(−1)[−2])⊗ Ã(Σ∞+ P∞).

Furthermore, we have equivalences

Ã(Σ∞+ P∞) ' Ã(colim
n

Σ∞+ Pn) ' colim
n

Ã(Σ∞+ Pn) ' colim
n

κ(ι(Alog(Pn))∨) .

We now use that

ιAlog(Pn) '
n⊕
i=0

ι(R(−i)[−2i]) .
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We can choose these identifications compatible with the restrictions along Pn → Pn+1 for
all n and then get

Ã(Σ∞+ P∞) '
∞⊕
i=0

ι(R(i)[2i]) ' T . (40)

This equivalence is essentially unique up to the action of π0(AutInd(MHCR[W−1])(T)). By
the calculation of mapping spaces in Example 2.14 this group is given by

π0(AutInd(MHCR[W−1])(T)) ∼=
∏
p∈N

R×

where the p-th factor corresponds to π0(AutMHCR[W−1](ι(R(p)[2p])) ∼= R×. At this point
we fix the identification (40) such that

Ã(Σ∞+ {∗})
can
'

//

��

ι(R(0)[0])

��
Ã(Σ∞+ P∞) //

⊕∞
i=0 ι(R(i)[2i])

(41)

commutes, where the left vertical map is induced by the inclusion of a point ∗ → P∞, and
the right vertical map is the canonical inclusion of the zeroth summand.

We now fix once and for all the identification ε that appears in (37)

ε : Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞)) ' ι(R(1)[2]) . (42)

Since Ã is symmetric monoidal, we then get an equivalence (depending on the choice of
(40))

Ã(Σ∞(P1,∞)−1 ∧ Σ∞+ P∞) ' ι(R(−1)[−2])⊗
∞⊕
i=0

R(i)[2i] '
∞⊕

i=−1

R(i)[2i].

Under these identifications, the transition map µβ in (39) corresponds to a morphism

∞⊕
i=0

R(i)[2i]→
∞⊕

i=−1

R(i)[2i] . (43)

If we change the equivalence (40) by an automorphism (λp)p∈N ∈
∏

p∈N R× (with λ0 = 1
in order to preserve (41)), then this map is changed by the post-composition with

λp+1

λp
∈ R× ∼= π0(AutMHCR[W−1](ι(R(p)[2p])))

in the p-th component of the target for every p ∈ N. We see that there is an essentially
unique choice of (40) such that (43) becomes the canonical embedding. From now on we
adopt this choice. We then get an equivalence

Ã(K)
rε' colim

n→∞

∞⊕
i=−n

R(i)[2i]

with the required properties.
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Corollary 7.3. The mapping space Map(K,H) is discrete and we have

π0(Map(K,H)) ∼=
∏
p∈Z

R.

Proof. By the definition of H and adjunction, we have

Map(K,H) ' Map(Ã(K),T[β−1]).

By Proposition 7.1, the right-hand side is equivalent to

Map(T[β−1],T[β−1]) '
∏
p∈Z

colim
n→∞

n∏
q=−n

Map(ι(R(p)[2p]), ι(R(q)[2q])).

By Example 2.14, only the factors with p = q contribute and moreover

π0(Map(ι(R(p)[2p]), ι(R(p)[2p]))) ∼= R

is discrete.

For later use we formulate the following corollary of the proof of Proposition 7.1.

Corollary 7.4. If we post-compose the equivalence ε from (37) with

λ ∈ R× ∼= π0(AutMHCR[W−1](ι(R(1)[2])) ,

then the equivalence (38) changes by the post-composition with the equivalence

(λp)p∈Z ∈
∏
p∈Z

R× ∼= π0(AutMHCR[W−1](T[β−1])) .

Definition 7.5. For every choice of the equivalence ε in (37) we define a morphism of
motivic spectra

regε : K→ H

by applying the adjunction (31) to the equivalence rε : Ã(K) ' T[β−1] given by (38) and
using the definition H := R(T[β−1]).

Remark 7.6. The construction regε : K→ H can be interpreted as the best approximation
to K-theory in the world of mixed Hodge complexes.

By Remark 7.2 the morphisms regε for all choices of ε in (37) are precisely the mor-
phisms K→ H which induce maps of commutative algebras in the homotopy category of
motivic spectra.

Theorem 7.7. The regulator map regε : K → H refines essentially uniquely to a mor-

phism between objects of CAlg(SpP1

).

Proof. We must show that the fibre of

Map
CAlg(SpP1 )

(K,H)→ Map
SpP1 (K,H)
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at the point regε ∈ Map
SpP1 (K,H) is contractible. Using the adjunction (31), we can

equivalently show that the fibre of

MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(Ã(K),T[β−1])→ MapInd(MHCR[W−1])(Ã(K),T[β−1])

over the equivalence rε : Ã(K) ' T[β−1] given in Proposition 7.1 is contractible. Since
we consider the fibre over an equivalence, we can switch domain and target. It suffices to
verify that the fibre of

MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T[β−1], Ã(K))→ MapInd(MHCR[W−1])(T[β−1], Ã(K)) (44)

over the inverse equivalence r−1
ε : T[β−1] ' Ã(K) is contractible. Now we use the universal

property of the commutative algebra T[β−1]: the space of morphisms from T[β−1] to any
other commutative algebra object is homotopy equivalent to the space of commutative
algebra morphisms from T → A which send the morphism β in (33) to an invertible
morphism, see Appendix C. We thus define

Mapβ
−1

CAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T, Ã(K)) ⊆ MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T, Ã(K))

to be the union of those components consisting of maps which send β to an invertible
morphism. Then we have an equivalence

Mapβ
−1

CAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T, Ã(K)) ' MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T[β−1], Ã(K)) . (45)

Since T is the free algebra on ι(R(1)[2]), restriction along the canonical map ι(R(1)[2])→
T induces an equivalence

MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T, Ã(K)) ' MapInd(MHCR[W−1])(ι(R(1)[2]), Ã(K)) . (46)

Using the equivalence rε : T[β−1] ' Ã(K) and Example 2.14 we see that the right-hand
side is discrete and given by

MapInd(MHCR[W−1])(ι(R(1)[2]),T[β−1]) ' MapInd(MHCR[W−1])(ι(R(1)[2]), ι(R(1)[2])) ∼= R .

Under (45) and (46) we get the equivalence

MapCAlg(Ind(MHCR[W−1]))(T[β−1], Ã(K)) ' R× .

Again using Example 2.14 and the equivalence rε : T[β−1] ' Ã(K) we see that the map
(44) is equivalent to the map

R× →
∏
p∈Z

R , λ 7→ (λp)p∈Z . (47)

Under these identifications rε goes to rε ◦ r−1
ε = idT[β−1], hence to (1p)p∈Z. This point

belongs to the image of (47).

Lemma 7.8. There is a unique choice of the equivalence ε in (37) such that the induced
regulator map

regε : K∗(X)→
⊕
p∈N

H2p−∗
abs. Hodge(X,R(p)) , (48)

coincides with Beilinson’s regulator.
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Proof. We use [Fel11, Thm. 5.6]. Due to the work of [BW98] it is known that Beilin-
son’s regulator is induced by a map between objects of FunZar(SmC, sSet∗[W

−1]) (this
is realized by the model category sT∗ in the reference) such that the induced map in
Ho(FunZar(SmC, sSet[W−1])) is a map of commutative monoids. Similarly, the map

Ω∞map(Σ∞+ (. . . ),K)→ Ω∞map(Σ∞+ (. . . ),H)

induced by regε can be considered as such a map. Then by [Fel11, Thm. 5.6] both
regulators coincide if they induce the same map

K0(Gr(N, k))→
⊕
p∈N

H2p
abs. Hodge(Gr(N, k),R(p))

on K0 of the Grassmannians Gr(N, k) for all N, k. If

φ =
∑
p∈N

φp : K0(−)→
⊕
p∈N

H2p
abs. Hodge(−,R(p))

is a natural transformation of ring-valued functors, then for a line bundle L we necessarily
have the relation

φp([L]) =
1

p!
φ1([L])p .

This applies to the Beilinson regulator as well as to the transformation induced by (48)
for ∗ = 0. By the splitting principle it now suffices to show that they induce the same first
Chern class. In detail, the map (21) defines a map Σ∞+ P1 → K, i.e. a class ` ∈ K0(P1) ∼=
K0(P1). The restriction of regε to this map is the first Chern class

cε(`) ∈ H2
abs. Hodge(P1,R(1)) ∼= R .

For every choice of ε in (37) we have a multiplicative natural transformation (48). By
Corollary 7.4 we can rescale an initial choice of ε in a unique way such that afterwards
cε(`) coincides with the first Chern class leading to Beilinson’s regulator.

We write reg := regε for the choice of the equivalence ε in (37) fixed in Lemma 7.8.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemma 7.8 the morphism of motivic spectra reg : K → H
represents Beilinson’s regulator. By Remark 7.6 it induces a morphism of commutative
algebras in the homotopy category. Combining this remark and Theorem 7.7 every such
morphism refines essentially uniquely to a morphism in CAlg(SpP1

).

For any smooth variety X ∈ SmC, using the diagonal, the motivic spectrum Σ∞+X
refines naturally to a cocommutative coalgebra. Thus, by Corollary B.4, the algebraic
K-theory spectrum of X defined by

K(X) := map(Σ∞+X,K)

refines naturally to a commutative ring spectrum.

Corollary 7.9. For any X ∈ SmC, the Beilinson regulator refines to a morphism of
commutative ring spectra

regX : K(X)→ H(IDR(X))

in a way which is natural in X.

This finally proves Theorem 1.1.

Proof. Applying map(Σ∞+X,−) to reg : K→ H this follows from Theorem 7.7.
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A Infinity categories and weak equivalences

Throughout this paper we freely use the language of ∞-categories as developed by Joyal,
Lurie and many others. An ∞-category is an inner Kan simplicial set C. Every ordinary
category C gives rise to an ∞-category by taking the nerve NC. This embeds ordinary
categories into ∞-categories and we will usually drop the nerve notation and identify
the 1-category C with the associated ∞-category. For a simplicially enriched category
C∆ there is also a variant of the nerve (the homotopy coherent nerve) NC∆ which is an
∞-category if C∆ is enriched over Kan complexes (see [Lur09, Section 1.1.5]).

For example, we let Spc∆ be the simplicial category whose objects are Kan complexes
and whose simplicial sets of homomorphisms are the internal Hom-objects of simplicial
sets. These are Kan complexes as well and thus we obtain an∞-category which we denote
as Spc := N(Spc∆) and call it the ∞-category of spaces. Another instance is the simpli-
cially enriched category Cat∆

∞ of ∞-categories. The simplicial set of morphisms between
X, Y is given by the maximal Kan complex contained in the simplicial set Hom(X, Y ).
Then the ∞-category of ∞-categories is defined to be Cat∞ := N(Cat∆

∞). Note that the
objects in Cat∞ can be large ∞-categories (as opposed to small). Thus Cat∞ will be
very large, which just means that we have to assume three nested Grothendieck universes
(small, large, very large) in which we work.

There is another way of constructing∞-categories. Therefore consider an∞-category
C (which will in practice very often be a 1-category) equipped with a subset W of the
set of edges. We will call the elements of W weak equivalences. Then an ∞-category D
together with a functor i : C → D is called (Dwyer-Kan) localization of C with respect
to W if the functor i sends weak equivalences in C to equivalences in D and D satisfies
the following universal property: for every ∞-category E the functor

i∗ : Fun(D,E)→ Fun(C,E)

is fully faithful and the essential image consists of those functors C → E which carry
weak equivalences in C to equivalences in E. It is clear that D is essentially uniquely
determined by this universal property and it can be shown that a relative nerve exists for
every ∞-category C with weak equivalences.

Since we will use the term ‘essentially unique’ a number of times in this paper, let us
spell out explicitly what this means here: consider the full subcategory A of the slice ∞-
category (Cat∞)C/ which consists of all relative nerves of C with respect to W . Then A is
a contractible Kan complex. There are several explicit constructions in the literature for
relative nerves, for example Dwyer-Kan’s Hammock localization or fibrant replacements
in the marked model structure. All of these constructions are necessarily equivalent by
the above uniqueness assertion. We once and for all fix one explicit construction for the
localization of C and denote it by C[W−1]. We assume that the construction is functorial
in C (i.e. in functors that preserve weak equivalences).

Example A.1. The canonical inclusion sSet→ Spc exhibits Spc as the localization at the
class of weak equivalences. Here sSet is the 1-category of simplicial sets. Thus we have
Spc ' sSet[W−1]. More generally, for a model category M we can form M[W−1] and
this is an enhancement of the homotopy category Ho(M) which is obtained by universally
inverting W in the world of 1-categories. If M admits a simplicial enrichment M∆ making
it a simplicial model category then the ∞-category M[W−1] (which only depends on
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the underlying 1-category M and the notion of weak equivalence) is equivalent to the
homotopy coherent nerve of the full simplicial subcategory M∆

cf ⊂M∆ on the fibrant and
cofibrant objects (which a priori depends on the simplicial mapping spaces).

A lot of theory has been developed for∞-categories which parallels well known results
and concepts in ordinary category theory. Many of the results listed below are due to
Joyal [Joy], but our main sources will be the books of Lurie [Lur09] and [Lur14]. Let us
list the aspects that we will need in this paper:

(a) There is a notion of limit and colimit in an∞-category [Lur09, Section 1.2.13]. This
generalizes the notion of homotopy limit and colimit in model categories as shown
in [Lur09, Section 4.2.4]. The properties of (co)limits in ordinary categories mostly
carry over to that world [Lur09, Chapter 4], for example pullbacks and pushouts
satisfy a pasting-law of which we will make repeatedly use in this paper. Important
for us is that there is a notion of a filtered∞-category and filtered (co)limits [Lur09,
5.3.1].

(b) There is the notion of adjoint functors [Lur09, 5.2], and it behaves similarly to the
ordinary case. The most important fact for us is that left adjoint functors preserve all
colimits and right adjoints preserve all limits. Adjunctions between model categories
give rise to adjunctions between the associated ∞-categories [Maz15].

(c) For every pair of ∞-categories C,D, the internal Hom in simplicial sets is again
an ∞-category and denoted Fun(C,D). The functor category Fun(Cop,Spc) is
called the presheaf category on C and denoted as P(C). The∞-categorical Yoneda
embedding defines a fully faithful inclusion C→ P(C) sending c ∈ C to the functor
MapC(−, c) [Lur09, 5.1.3].

(d) There is a notion of a presentable∞-category which combines a set-theoretical small-
ness condition (accessibility) with the existence of all colimits and limits [Lur09, 5.5].
The notion of being accessible is closely related to the ind-completion that we will
discuss below. The underlying∞-category of a combinatorial, simplicial model cate-
gory is presentable, and in fact every presentable∞-category arises in that way. The
class of presentable∞-categories has good closure properties, for example, Bousfield
localizations of presentable∞-categories are usually again presentable (precisely: if
the localization is accessible [Lur09, Remark 5.5.1.6]). Note that the analogue of
presentability in ordinary category theory is usually called ‘locally presentable’.

In the presentable setting we have the adjoint functor theorem in its cleanest form,
namely that a functor between presentable ∞-categories is left adjoint precisely if
it preserves all small colimits [Lur09, Corollary 5.5.2.9].

(e) There are the notions of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category and of (lax) symmetric
monoidal functors [Lur14, Chapter 2]. These are compatible with the construc-
tions of ∞-categories outlined above. If a simplicial category C∆ has a symmetric
monoidal structure, then the nerve NC∆ inherits a natural symmetric monoidal
structure as well. For a 1-category C, a symmetric monoidal structure on the
associated ∞-category in the ∞-categorical sense is (essentially) equivalent to a
symmetric monoidal structure on C. If C admits a symmetric monoidal structure
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and a class of weak equivalences, such that the tensor product is homotopical in
both variables (i.e. preserves weak equivalences), then there is an induced symmet-
ric monoidal structure on C[W−1].

Note that we slightly deviated from Lurie’s terminology here and write a symmetric
monoidal category only as the underlying∞-category C leaving the tensor product
implicit and not as C⊗. Also the terminology of lax symmetric monoidal functors
has not been used by Lurie explicitly. A lax symmetric monoidal functor C → C′

is just a map of the underlying ∞-operads in the terminology of [Lur14].

In a symmetric monoidal∞-category C we can define commutative algebra objects
and an∞-category of commutative algebra objects CAlg(C). Every lax symmetric
monoidal functor f : C → D induces a functor CAlg(C) → CAlg(D) which on
underlying objects sends c to f(c).

(f) We call a symmetric monoidal∞-category presentably symmetric monoidal if its un-
derlying∞-category is presentable and the tensor product preserves colimits in both
variables separately. For every simplicial, combinatorial, symmetric monoidal model
category the underlying symmetric monoidal ∞-category has this property [Lur14,
Remark 4.1.3.10]. The converse is even true, namely that every presentably sym-
metric monoidal ∞-category arises in this way from a symmetric monoidal model
category [NS15].

If C is presentably symmetric monoidal, then the ∞-category of commutative alge-
bras CAlg(C) is also presentable, in particular, it has all limits and colimits.

(g) An ∞-category C is called stable if it admits finite limits and colimits, is pointed
(i.e. has an object that is initial and terminal), and a square ∆1×∆1 → C depicted
as

A //

��

B

��
C // D

(we omit the diagonal map and the filling homotopies) is a pushout if and only if
it is a pullback (see Chapter 1 of [Lur14] for a discussion). Examples are given by
the ∞-category Sp of spectra and, for every abelian category A, the ∞-category
Ch(A)[W−1] where W is the class of quasi-isomorphisms.

For every ∞-category C which admits finite limits there is a stabilization Sp(C),
see [Lur14, 1.4.2]. This in turn is functorial, i.e. for every functor C → D which
preserves finite limits we get an induced functor Sp(C) → Sp(D). For example,
Sp(Spc) ' Sp and Sp(Fun(C,Spc)) ' Fun(C,Sp).

Now we briefly recall the construction of the Ind-completion of an ∞-category which will
be essential for this paper, see also [Lur09, Section 5.3]. Let C be an ∞-category. Then
the Ind-completion is obtained by formally adding filtered colimits to C.

Definition A.2. We say that a functor i : C→ D exhibits D as the Ind-completion of C
if D has all filtered colimits and if for every ∞-category E which has all filtered colimits
the induced morphism

i∗ : Funω(D,E)→ Fun(C,E)
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is an equivalence. Here Funω(D,E) denotes the full subcategory of Fun(D,E) spanned
by the functors which preserve filtered colimits.

An explicit model for the Ind-completion of C can be obtained as follows. Let P(C)
be the∞-category of space-valued presheaves on C. Then the Yoneda embedding defines
a fully faithful inclusion C → P(C) and the objects in the essential image are called
representable. The category P(C) has all colimits (in fact it is the universal category
obtained from C by adding all colimits). We let Ind(C) be the full subcategory of P(C)
which contains the representables and which is closed under filtered colimits. Then the
Yoneda embedding exhibits Ind(C) as the Ind-completion of C. In particular, this shows
that the morphism C→ Ind(C) is fully faithful.

Let us now list a few properties of the Ind-completion that we frequently use in the
paper:

• If C is small and has all finite colimits, then Ind(C) is presentable, in particular
it has all colimits. In this case the functor C → Ind(C) preserves finite colimits
[Lur09, Theorem 5.5.1.1].

• If C is symmetric monoidal, then Ind(C) also admits a symmetric monoidal struc-
ture, namely the unique extension of ⊗ that preserves filtered colimits in both
variables separately [Lur14, Corollary 4.8.1.13.]. If C admits all small colimits and
the tensor product preserves small colimits separately in each variable, then Ind(C)
is presentably symmetric monoidal (see (f) for this notion).

• If C is stable, then so is Ind(C) [Lur14, Proposition 1.1.3.6].

• If C is (the nerve of) a 1-category, then Ind(C) also is a 1-category. This implies in
particular that it agrees with the classical Ind-completion, i.e.N Ind(C) ' Ind(NC).

• If C is an∞-category, and if W a class of 1-morphisms in C, then we call a morphism
in Ind(C) a weak equivalence, if its image in Ind(C[W−1]) is an equivalence. We
get a canonical morphism

(Ind(C))[W−1]→ Ind(C[W−1]).

• If a functor F : C→ D has a symmetric monoidal structure then Ind(F ) : Ind(C)→
Ind(D) also inherits a symmetric monoidal structure. In particular we get that
Ind(C) → Ind(C[W−1]) is symmetric monoidal if C admits a tensor product that
is homotopical with respect to W .

B Representable functors and algebra structures

Let C be an ∞-category. Then for every c ∈ C we have the representable functor

Map(−, c) : Cop → Spc.

If C is presentable, then an abstract functor F : Cop → Spc is representable precisely if
it preserves limits (i.e. it sends colimits in C to limits in the ∞-category of spaces). If C
is a stable∞-category, then for every c ∈ C the representable functor refines to a functor

map(−, c) : Cop → Sp.
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The functor map(−, c) has the property that it sends colimits in C to limits of spectra
and that

Map(−, c) ' Ω∞map(−, c) . (49)

These two properties determine map(−, c) essentially uniquely. If C is presentable and
stable, then the converse is also true: an abstract functor is of the form map(−, c) precisely
if it sends colimits to limits.

For every stable C the assignment c 7→ map(−, c) gives a functorial assignment C→
Fun(Cop,Sp) which is fully faithful. We will refer to this functor as the stable Yoneda
embedding. A concrete description of the stable Yoneda embedding as a functor can be
given by applying the stabilization functor Sp(−) (see (g)) to the limit preserving Yoneda
embedding to obtain

C ' Sp(C)→ Sp(Fun(Cop,Spc)) ' Fun(Cop,Sp).

Now assume that C admits a symmetric monoidal structure (here C is not necessarily
stable). Then also Cop admits a symmetric monoidal structure which is constructed by
first straightening the associated coCartesian fibration, then taking the opposite object-
wise and unstraightening back to a coCartesian fibration. There is also a more explicit
model discussed in [BGN14]. Informally speaking this new symmetric monoidal structure
is given by the ‘same’ tensor product since the objects of Cop are the same as those of C
but the coherence structure has to be modified accordingly. Then the presheaf category
P(C) = Fun(Cop,Spc) admits a Day convolution type symmetric monoidal structure as
introduced by Glasman [Gla13] generalizing the classical Day convolution [Day70]. Let
us state the more general result that is shown there:

Proposition B.1 (Glasman). If C is symmetric monoidal and D is presentably symmet-
ric monoidal, then the functor category Fun(C,D) admits a symmetric monoidal structure
with the following properties:

(a) For two functors F,G : C→ D, the tensor product F⊗G ∈ Fun(C,D) is equivalent
to the left Kan extension of the functor

C×C
F×G−−−→ D×D

⊗D−−→ D

along the functor ⊗C : C×C→ C [Gla13, Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.9].

(b) A commutative algebra structure on a functor F : C → D with respect to the Day
convolution on Fun(C,D) is equivalent to a lax symmetric monoidal structure on
F [Gla13, Proposition 2.10]. More precisely there is an equivalence of ∞-categories

CAlg(Fun(C,D)) ' Funlax(C,D).

(c) For every left adjoint, symmetric monoidal functor D → D′ the induced functor
Fun(C,D)→ Fun(C,D′) admits a symmetric monoidal refinement.

(d) The Yoneda embedding C → Fun(Cop,Spc) admits a symmetric monoidal refine-
ment, where the target is equipped with the Day convolution structure [Gla13, Sec-
tion 3].
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Corollary B.2. For a given object c ∈ C in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C, there
is a homotopy equivalence between the space of lax symmetric monoidal structures on
Map(−, c) : Cop → Spc and the space of refinements of c to an object of CAlg(C).

Proof. The space CAlgC(c) of commutative algebra structures on c ∈ C is defined as the
pullback

CAlgC(c)

��

// CAlg(C)

��
∆0 c // C

in Cat∞ where the right vertical functor is the forgetful functor. This functor reflects
equivalences, which implies that CAlgC(c) is an ∞-groupoid.

We now use the fact that the Yoneda embedding is fully faithful and symmetric
monoidal (as stated in Proposition B.1) to conclude that the induced functor

CAlg(C)→ CAlg(P(C))

is also fully faithful and thus the resulting diagram

CAlg(C)

��

// CAlg(P(C))

��
C // P(C)

is a pullback diagram. By pasting together the two pullback diagrams we conclude that
we have an equivalence

CAlgC(c) ' CAlgP(C)(c)

i.e. that the space of algebra structures on c is equivalent to the space of algebra structures
on Map(−, c). But the latter is equivalent to the space of lax monoidal structures on that
functor (as stated in Proposition B.1) which finishes the proof.

Now assume that C is stably symmetric monoidal and c ∈ C. By stably symmetric
monoidal we mean that the tensor bifunctor ⊗ : C ×C → C preserves finite colimits in
both variables separately (or, equivalently, finite limits in both variables separately).

Proposition B.3. The stable Yoneda embedding

C→ Fun(Cop,Sp)

admits a lax symmetric monoidal refinement.

Proof. We assume that C is a small, stable∞-category. Since the Yoneda embedding C→
Fun(Cop,Spc) admits a symmetric monoidal refinement we conclude that the resulting
tensor product agrees with the one constructed by Lurie in [Lur14, Corollary 4.8.1.12].
Thus is also inherits the universal property of [Lur14, Proposition 4.8.1.10.], namely that
colimit preserving symmetric monoidal functors Fun(Cop,Spc) → D are essentially the
same thing as symmetric monoidal functors C → D where D is presentably symmetric
monoidal. In particular we get an induced symmetric monoidal functor

Fun(Cop,Spc)→ Ind(C)
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induced from the inclusion C→ Ind(C). The right adjoint of that functor is the canonical
inclusion Ind(C) → Fun(Cop,Spc) which extends the Yoneda embedding. Invoking
[Lur14, Corollary 7.3.2.7] this right adjoint inherits a lax symmetric monoidal structure.
The symmetric monoidal functor

Σ∞+ : Fun(Cop,Spc)→ Fun(Cop,Sp)

exhibits the ∞-category Fun(Cop,Sp) as the stabilization of Fun(Cop,Spc) (as a sym-
metric monoidal∞-category). Since Ind(C) is stable (see Appendix A), we get an induced
left adjoint, symmetric monoidal functor Fun(Cop,Sp)→ Ind(C) that makes the diagram

Fun(Cop,Spc)

Σ∞+
��

// Ind(C)

Fun(Cop,Sp)

77

commutative. But then the right adjoint Ind(C)→ Fun(Cop,Sp) inherits a canonical lax
symmetric monoidal structure. Looking at the right adjoints in the commutative diagram
above we see that the right adjoint functor of Fun(Cop,Sp)→ Ind(C) induces the stable
Yoneda embedding.

If finally C is not small then we pass to a higher universe in which it becomes small.

Corollary B.4. • For any c ∈ CAlg(C), the functor map(−, c) has a refinement
to an object of CAlg(Fun(Cop,Sp)) ' Funlax(Cop,Sp). In particular, it sends a
coalgebra b ∈ CAlg(Cop) to an algebra

map(b, c) ∈ CAlg(Sp).

• For any coalgebra b ∈ CAlg(Cop) the functor map(b,−) : C→ Sp has a refinement
to a lax symmetric monoidal functor.

Proposition B.5. Consider an adjunction

L : C � D : R

between stably symmetric monoidal ∞-categories with L symmetric monoidal (and R lax
symmetric monoidal accordingly). Then we have an equivalence of lax symmetric monoidal
functors

map(L(−), c) ' map(−, Rc) : Cop → Sp

for every commutative algebra c ∈ CAlg(D).

Proof. From the way the lax symmetric monoidal structures are constructed we see that
it is enough to prove that the following square

D //

R

��

Fun(Dop,Sp)

L∗

��
C // Fun(Cop,Sp)
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commutes as a square of lax symmetric monoidal functors. We factor this square as

D //

R

��

Ind(D) //

Ind(R)

��

Fun(Dop,Sp)

L∗

��
C // Ind(C) // Fun(Cop,Sp)

and prove that the right hand square commutes (since the left hand does by construction).
For this it is enough to consider the adjoint diagram which sits on the right in a diagram

C //

L

��

Fun(Cop,Spc) //

L!

��

Fun(Cop,Sp) //

L!

��

Ind(C)

L
��

D // Fun(Dop,Spc) // Fun(Dop,Sp) // Ind(D)

where the left two squares commute (as symmetric monoidal functors). By the universal
property of the stabilization and of the presheaf category, the right hand square commutes
if the outer square commutes. But this is true by construction.

C Algebra Localizations

Let R be a commutative algebra in a symmetric monoidal∞-category C, and let β : I →
R be a morphism in C where we assume that I is a tensor invertible object of C. One
example to have in mind is that R is a ring spectrum and β is an element in a homotopy
group of R. We want to describe the localization R[β−1] and explain why it is again a
commutative algebra object. A priori, one has to be careful about the distinction between
algebra and module localization, though in the end they turn out to be the same. For
what follows we assume that C admits all colimits and that the tensor product preserves
colimits in both variables separately.

Let us first explain the localization as a module. We denote by Mod(R) the ∞-
category of left R-modules (which turns out to be equivalent to the category of right
R-modules [Lur14, 4.5.1]). Let M be a left R-module. The map β induces the map

νβ : I ⊗M β·−−−→M

where the tensor product is taken in C and not over R. We say that β acts invertibly
on M if this morphism is an equivalence. Since I is tensor invertible and C is symmetric
monoidal, we can as well view νβ as a morphism µβ : M → I−1 ⊗M . Then νβ is an
equivalence precisely if µβ is an equivalence.

In order to construct the localization we will need the following well known cyclic
invariance criterion which is discussed for example in [Rob12] in the case that C is the
category of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories.2 The morphism β : I → R leads to a
new morphism β3 : I3 → R which carries an action of the permutation group Σ3. More
precisely we have a map BΣ3 → Map(I3, R) sending the basepoint to β3.

2We would like to thank Markus Spitzweck and David Gepner for helpful discussions concerning the
cyclic invariance condition.
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Definition C.1. The element β is said to be cyclically invariant if the endomorphism
induced by the cyclic permutation σ = (123) ∈ Σ3 on β3 ∈ Map(I3, R) is homotopic
to the identity or, equivalently, if σ is in the kernel of the morphism Σ3 = π1(BΣ3) →
π1(Map(I3, R), β3).

Lemma C.2. If the ambient category C is additive then every morphism β : I → R is
cyclically invariant. If C is not necessarily additive but β acts invertibly on R then β is
cyclically invariant.

Proof. If C is additive then Map(I3, R) admits a grouplike E∞-structure, in particular the
group π1(Map(I3, R), β3) is abelian. This forces the morphism Σ3 → π1(Map(I3, R), β3)
to factor through the abelianization (Σ3)ab ∼= Z/2 which implies that σ maps to zero.

For the second case we claim that under the assumption that β acts invertibly on R
it always follows that π1(Map(I3, R), β3) is abelian and the same argument shows that σ
is cyclically invariant. We will in fact show that π1(Map(I, R), β) is abelian for every β
acting invertibly on R and then apply this to the element β3 : I3 → R. Tensoring β with
I−1 we get a morphism β′ : 1→ R⊗ I−1 and the induced morphism π1(Map(I, R), β)→
π1(Map(1, R ⊗ I−1, β′) is an isomorphism. Thus we can reduce to the case of β′. In this
case however the space Map(1, R⊗I−1) gets an induced E∞-structure for which β′ admits
an inverse. Thus it follows that π1(Map(1, R⊗ I−1), β′) is abelian.

Note that since R is commutative, µβ is a morphism of left R-modules (where the
module structure on the target is defined using the fact that C is symmetric monoidal).
Assume β is cyclically invariant. We define the localization of M as

M [β−1] := colim
(
M

µβ−→ I−1 ⊗M
I−1⊗µβ−−−−→ I−2 ⊗M → ...

)
where the colimit is taken in the category of (left) R-modules. This assignment M 7→
M [β−1] refines to an endofunctor L : Mod(R)→Mod(R) with a natural transformation
id→ L. The following statement is essentially due to Veovodsky and Robalo:

Proposition C.3. L is a localization and the local objects are precisely the modules on
which β acts invertibly.

Proof. We first claim that β acts invertibly on the module M [β−1]. This can be seen
unfolding the definitions and using the cyclic invariance condition as in the proof of
Proposition 4.21 in [Rob12]. The second observation is that if M has the property that β
acts invertibly, then the canonical morphism M → M [β−1] is an equivalence (since then
all the morphisms in the defining colimit are). Invoking [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4] these
two statements together already imply the claim.

Corollary C.4. The R-module morphism M → M [β−1] is universal among R-module
morphisms M → N such that β acts invertibly on N .

We now observe that the localization functor L : Mod(R) → Mod(R) can also be
written as a tensor product of R-modules, namely

M [β−1] ' R[β−1]⊗RM.

This shows that L is a smashing localization as discussed in [GGN15]. Using [GGN15,
Lemma 3.6.], we immediately get the following result.
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Proposition C.5. The module R[β−1] admits the unique structure of a commutative R-
algebra such that the morphism i : R → R[β−1] admits the structure of an R-algebra
morphism. With this structure the morphism i exhibits R[β−1] as the universal R-algebra
on which β acts invertibly.

Let us now outline the situations in which we need this construction.

Example C.6. Let C be the category of motivic spectra SpP1

and R a motivic commutative
ring spectrum, i.e. an element of CAlg(SpP1

). By construction, Σ∞(P1,∞) is a tensor

invertible object of SpP1

. Since SpP1

is stable, it is also additive. Therefore, for any
β : Σ∞(P1,∞)→ R we can form R[β−1] and it is the localization as described.

Example C.7. Let PrL be the ∞-category of presentable ∞-categories and left adjoint
functors. This ∞-category admits a symmetric monoidal structure in which the ∞-
category of spaces Spc ' sSet[W−1] is the tensor unit. A commutative algebra object
in PrL is then exactly a presentably symmetric monoidal category C [Lur14, Remark
4.8.1.9.].

By the universal property of the ∞-category of spaces – it is freely generated under
colimits by the one point space –, a morphism Spc → C in PrL is essentially the same
thing as an object of C. Thus every object c ∈ C gives rise to such a morphism βc :
Spc → C. If c is cyclically invariant (which for example follows if c admits a cogroup
structure), then we can form the localization C[β−1

c ] and it admits the structure of a
presentably symmetric monoidal category. This construction should not be confused with
localizing a category at a set of morphisms.

Remark C.8. We assumed that β is cyclic invariant in C. This will be satisfied in all
examples that we need. But for all our arguments we only need that β acts ‘cyclically
invariant’ on the colimit M [β−1]. In fact it is not hard to adapt our arguments from above
to see that β acts invertibly on M [β−1] precisely if it acts cyclically invariant. Thus all
the results remain true if we only assume that β acts cyclically invariant on R[β−1]. We
do not know of an interesting example where this comes up. It is on the other hand not
hard to construct examples where β does not act cyclically invariant and thus R[β−1] is
not the localization.
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